North West Law

Nailing their colours to
the mast
At the end of 2012, Helen Grant MP announced that there was to be a public consultation on proposals to reform the way mesothelioma cases are dealt
with, including consideration of fixed legal fees and an electronic portal for the registration of cases. Grant’s statement on the subject highlighted that the
consultation’s aim is to speed up the settlement of mesothelioma cases, however these cases can be settled in as little as three months, even for claims
running to six figures. No similar UK tribunal can boast of such a record, so if speed is not the issue the government suggest it is, it is difficult to see what
these proposals will achieve other than cost savings for insurers and hampering the ability of claimant lawyers to deal with cases on behalf of clients and
their families and therefore limit access to justice for these individuals and their families. Andrew Lilley, head of JMW’s industrial disease team comments....
Last summer, the government and insurance industry tried and failed to
impose changes proposed
to personal injury claims
in the forthcoming legal
aid sentencing and punishment of offenders
(LASPO) Bill on mesothelioma sufferers, largely because they would have
severely restricted access
to justice for people suffering with a terminal disease.
Now only six months later,
their original proposal has
been repackaged and described by the government
as an attempt to promote
speedy
settlement
of
mesothelioma claims. Worryingly for future mesothelioma victims however, the
consultation wants to consider fixed legal fees for such
claims. It also wants to ad-

dress the possibility of creating an electronic portal on
which the claims will be registered and to amend the
pre-action protocol; the
process cases follow which
are intended to generate an
early settlement, avoiding
court and genuinely satisfying the needs of both parties.

Watkins, who is a Director
of Lancashire County
Cricket Club, brings invaluable sporting knowledge to
the role having served 28
years on the board of Manchester United and represented a number of other
high profile sporting bodies
at home and abroad.
The Joint Senior partner of
law firm Brabners Chaffe
Street also works as their

Head of Sport and is a director of the British Association
for Sport & Law.
This will be Watkins first experience of Olympic and
Paralympic Sport and on his
role he said: “I am delighted
to have been asked to become Chairman of British
Swimming. It is an honour
and a privilege. I look forward to working alongside
people who are an inspiration in such an outstanding
sport.”
Watkins also holds a number of charitable roles including Chairman of the
Central Manchester University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust Charity and
Breakthrough Breast Cancer
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Watkins takes on new role as Chairman
of British Swimming
Former
Manchester
United Football Club
Director Maurice Watkins
CBE has been announced
as the new Chairman of
British Swimming and will
lead the sport into the Rio
2016 Olympics and Paralympics.
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As with several of the government’s recent proposed
changes to personal injury
law, for those not working in
the industry, the changes
seem to make sense;
mesothelioma is a terminal
disease, whose victims have
a life expectancy of less than
two years. Settling their
cases quickly should be a
matter of priority. However,
under current procedure,
the vast majority of
mesothelioma cases in the

continued on page 11
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North West Appeal. He is
currently Interim Chairman
of the Rugby Football
League having recently carried out a Governance Review. He is also Chairman
of the Greyhound Board of
Great Britain.
British Swimming Chief Executive David Sparkes said:
“I am delighted Maurice has
agreed to accept the role of
Chairman of British Swimming. He brings a wealth of
experience in sport to the
Board and his leadership
will, I am sure, enable the
Board to be more focused
as we take on the lessons
from London and prepare
for Rio to achieve medal
success across the sport.
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Monthly Competition
Win haircuts for two people at
Essensuals, Manchester
“We face some challenges
and I am sure Maurice will
drive forward our plans and
I look forward to working
with him over the next four
years.”
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President’s Column

President’s Column

As my first column as President, I wish all the readers of
the Messenger a healthy and
rewarding 2013.

Under the steer of Past Presidents, Manchester Law Society managed to overcome
several years of financial loss
to post a profit at the end of
2012. That is an incredible
achievement given the competition in legal education
from which the majority of the
Society’s income is made. My
challenge is to sustain that
level of profit and build on
that platform for the future,
whilst maintaining an effective representative body for
our members.
2012 ended with my first official engagement – the Manchester Trainee Solicitors
Group Winter Ball at the
Palace Hotel. It was quite fitting really as I aim to raise the
profile of the Society amongst
younger lawyers in Manchester and invite them to engage
more to prepare them for the
challenges ahead. Under the
banner of glitz and glamour, I
was honoured to be able to
deliver a short speech to all
the guests where I was thankfully met with applause and
support!
In preparation for my speech,
I had to remind myself what it
was like being a trainee in

1999. Yes there were pressures
but not like our current crop
face today. We had a definite
work hard play hard attitude
and I could tell from the
evening that was still very
much the case. However,
young lawyers of today have
to manage the changing face
of the legal industry as much
as senior and managing partners do. I reminded my audience that they will need to
look to develop their soft
skills, contacts and networks
to offer their firm more going
forward. I have already heard
of some redundancies as PI
firms ready themselves for the
full impact of LASPO and if the
report from the Association of
Personal Injury Lawyers
proves accurate, where a survey of 155 firms found 118
were planning to cut their
workforce in 2013, there will
be many more to come.

There is no doubt about it that
2013 will be another challenging year. Whether you are a
small, medium or large practice, we will all need to be at
the very top of our game in
order to compete for business.
It is important that we embrace change, plan ahead and
look for opportunities now.
I have no doubt that Manchester lawyers will thrive in
the coming years and take regional and local law firms to

new highs at the centre of an
innovative and creative hub
for legal services. I saw plenty
of evidence to support that
over Christmas when wading
through the huge number of
submissions for the upcoming
Manchester Legal Awards on
7th March (tickets for which are
going fast so book now to
avoid disappointment). Nominations were full of examples
where firms quote record figures in turnover and profit;
saw new departments flourish; and highlighted star
trainees, associates and partners. Later on in Messenger
you will find the shortlist for
each category and I applaud
those that have made the
prestigious list of finalists and
wish you all the best of luck on
the night.
Such’s Life
A regular “mini-feature” of my
column will include a recent
experience that may be
thought-provoking, humorous or a “such is life” moment.
This month I tell the tale involving my kids. Many of you
will have children and will appreciate and understand how
beautiful a child’s mind is…so
pure, so natural, so forgiving.
They carry no baggage or
judgment of you or anyone
else. Their lack of life experi-

ence means that their words
and actions are genuine, honest and real. Now some of you
will be smiling and tilting your
head to one side as you read
thinking of your own; others
will be yawning (especially if
you don’t have children) and
the rest will be starting to
dread putting the Messenger
down before they leave the
office to head back to what
can only be described as pure
chaos under one roof. But
read on as our children can
teach us a thing or two.
Every Tuesday, it’s my responsibility to pick up both my girls
from school/nursery, get them
fed, bathed and into bed. I
leave in good time to pick up
my eldest from after-school
club and then head over to
pick up her sister from nursery. Of late, it has become ritual for both of them to
demand of me as we walk to
the front door of the house to
watch their favourite TV programme,
currently
Doc
McStuffins. Yet the eldest has
20 minutes of homework and
is often too tired to do it if left
too late. So one particular
Tuesday, I took the 15 minutes
it takes to drive from her
school to her sister’s nursery
to talk to her about the benefits of doing her work as soon
as we got home. That way, she
would be able to concentrate,
spend some time with me

whilst I cooked us all dinner
and still be able to watch Doc
McStuffins which starts at
6.00pm. Her initial reaction
was that her sister would be
able to still watch TV which
wasn’t fair. She actually had a
mini-tantrum over it all and
began kicking the back of
front passenger seat which is
a sure way to annoy me. I took
a deep breath and gave her a
few minutes to calm down. I
waited until she asked if she
could watch TV when we got
home and responded with a
few careful words communicating the advantages of
doing her homework right
away. She paused and I could
see in the rear view mirror that
she was working out whether
this was as good an idea as I
made it out to be…a few seconds later, she was sold. So
much so that when her

younger sister joined us in the
car, the eldest spent the rest of
the journey home, through no
prompting from me, explaining that she was going to
spend some time with dad
doing her homework but that
her sister could still watch TV
and she would join her later
on. How mature I thought.
Some of you may have missed
the moral of the story but I
hope that many understood
exactly what the point was – it
is a lot easier to get others to
agree with you if you can effectively communicate the
benefits of what you are suggesting….even four year olds
who are a lot smarter than we
sometimes give them credit
for.
Such Amin
President
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News from Bridge Street
The Messenger
The New Year is an opportune time to remind readers that we are always happy to accept articles from members of Manchester Law Society. This is your magazine and we
want it to be as interesting, informative and relevant as possible.
We want to include more of your movers & shakers stories, charity and CSR events,
awards success, law news and comment and anything else you think may be of interest to our readers. Please also send a photograph if possible.
If you are struggling to find the time to write your story, then please do contact Julia
Baskerville, the Publisher of the Messenger, on j.baskerville@btconnect.com or 01253
829431 who will be able to help.

Manchester Law Society News

CPD Programme
CORPORATE INSOLVENCY UPDATE
A brief overview of the various forms of insolvency available to companies, covering liquidations (voluntary and compulsory), administrations, receiverships and voluntary
arrangements and the consequences of each, flagging up matters to be aware of
whether acting for or against an office holder.
DATE: Wednesday 13th February 2013
CPD: 1
VENUE: DWF LLP, 1 Scott Place 2 Hardman Street Manchester M3 3AA
COST: Member rate £20.00 + VAT (£24.00)
Non Member rate £40.00 + VAT (£48.00)

Finally if you have any suggestions for future stories, or ideas for features you would
like to see in the Messenger then please do contact either myself or Julia Baskerville
Fran Eccles-Bech
Executive Director
FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

Manchester Law Society and College
of Law Media Online programme
schedule:
College of Law Media and the Manchester Law Society have teamed up to provide
their members with flexible online CPD training solutions from as little as £11 per
person, per hour*. This training is offered through a range of high quality materials,
all of which have been designed to impart new skills and knowledge.

SOLICITORS ACCOUNT RULES 2013
SAR Update
Auditor v COFA – Responsibilities
What the Auditor is looking for
SRA Feedback
DATE: Wednesday 27th February 2013
CPD: 2.5
VENUE: Baker Tilly, 3 Hardman Street, Manchester, M3 3HF
TIME: 08.00 – 08.30 – Registration and breakfast
08.30 – 10.00 – Presentation and Q&A
COST: Member rate - £50.00 + VAT (£60.00) Non member rate - £70.00 + VAT (£84.00)

SPEAKER: Andrew Baker, Partner at Baker Tilly

The College of Law, the UK's leading provider of legal education and training, has
provided multi-media training for almost 20 years - a service relied upon by thousands of solicitors to keep them updated and informed. In addition, the wide range
of programmes enables lawyers to tailor training to suit their legal specialisms.
Available to purchase on either a subscription or pay as you go basis, your training
will include a 30 minute programme, discussion and study notes and an online test*.

Coming Soon....

* Based on a subscription

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL CONFERENCE

Updated Courses

Full day conference to be held on 21st May 2013 (details to be
announced soon)

5th October - Personal Injury - Equestrian Claims
5th October - Practice Management & Compliance -

in conjunction with St Johns Buildings

Strategy & Structure
12th October - Crime - Confiscation Proceedings
12th October - Private Client - 'Best Interests'
Under the MCA 2005

To reserve a place on one of our courses or for further
information please call Vicky Ridge on
0161 241 7472
or email
VictoriaRidge@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

DNA Paternity Test £290+ VAT
Call Alpha Biolabs on 0845 50 50 001

Manchester Law Society

Regulatory Affairs
Committee Update
I have been asked by Fran
to take over chairing the
Regulatory Affairs Committee from Brian Rogers. May
I firstly thank Brian for his
hard work in bringing to
members’ attention key issues and messages from
the SRA. I hope I can deliver in the same way!
By the time this edition goes
to press, the COLP and COFA
roles will have kicked in.
Good luck to all of you who
have taken on these difficult
roles and remember that
Manchester Law Society
have set up a COLP and COFA
forum which meets bimonthly to discuss difficult
aspects of the role and issues
which may have arisen in
practice. This is a perfect opportunity for COLPs and
COFAs to share experiences
and support. Remember, you
are not alone! If you would
like to attend, please email
Fran or Vicky.
In other developments, you
might also be aware that the
SRA has set a ‘Red Tape challenge’ and is inviting anyone
who feels that they have had
to go through red tape bureaucracy within the SRA to
let them know. If anyone has
any good examples of red
tape, please email me at

michelle.garlick@weightmans.com or Fran or Vicky
and I will put a list together
for submission to the SRA
and will circulate the list in a
future edition.
The Law Society and the SRA
are at loggerheads over the
changes recommended by
the
SRA
regarding
referrals/recommendations
to non-independent financial advisers. The Law Society is urging firms not to
follow the SRA’s new rules as
it fears that firms could open
themselves up to mis-selling
scandals if they advise clients
to use financial advisers who
may benefit from selling particular products.
The SRA also held a roadshow in Birmingham on the
referral fee ban for PI claims.
There are useful presentation
slides from the roadshow on
the SRA’s website. The consultation on the issue is now
closed and we await confirmation of the SRA’s proposed
changes to Chapter 9 of the
Code.
If anyone is thinking about
forming an ABS, a clear message is do not delay! Even
the most straightforward
non-lawyer LDP applications
are currently taking a long
time to be approved. Be
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Flexible courts:
Let the national Law Society know
your experiences
The flexible courts pilots have been running for approximately seven weeks in the 48 magistrates’ courts, as announced on 11 October 2012 by the Ministry of Justice. The Ministry
has commissioned Natcen Research to assist in the evaluation of the pilots, and we understand it will soon be commencing work in eight or 10 areas. This extensive research will look
at the effects of the pilots on the various agencies, including defence firms.
We have stressed to the Ministry the need for the evaluation to take into account the effects of flexible court hours on defence firms. If any practitioners are approached by Natcen we would urge them to co-operate in this research.

aware that the six months
timescale for the SRA to approve an ABS only starts to
run once the SRA is satisfied
that it has all the information
it needs. I am currently acting for one law firm where it
has taken over five months
from submission of the Stage
2 application to confirmation
by the SRA that the invoice
would be issued shortly (and
the delay has all been at the
SRA’s end!).
A strongly
worded letter is being written complaining, bearing in
mind that the firm is a PI law
firm and wants to plan for
the changes ahead. If you are
experiencing any similar
problems, do let us know.
Michelle Garlick,
Partner, Weightmans LLP
Chair of Regulatory Affairs
Committee.

SLEEPLESS NIGHTS?

We have not yet been informed of the areas in which they will be working, but will post this
information as soon as we are aware.
Give us your feedback
The Law Society is also seeking members’feedback on the effect of the flexible court hours
pilots. We are conducting two surveys:
-an ongoing survey of members who are dealing with court cases affected by the pilots - what impact has the pilot had on a particular case?
-a second survey of partners of firms in the pilot areas - the overall effect the pilot has
had on how the firm operates, and any problems encountered and any additional
costs as a result of the pilot
Completed surveys which are obtainable on the national Law Society website www.lawsociety.org.uk/news/stories/flexible-courts-let-us-know-your-experiences/ can be returned
via:
Email: tara.chittenden@lawsociety.org.uk
Mail: Tara Chittenden, Research Unit - Room 201, 113 Chancery Lane,
London WC2A 1PL
Deadline for submissions is 30 March 2013.

Law Costs Draftsmen

The

John M Hayes
Partnership

When you have concerns about existing
costing arrangements, you need a firm which:
•Delivers a professional costing service,
in house if required

CALL NOW FOR HELP
020 787 32244 (WEEKDAYS) OR
07733 434648 (WEEKENDS)
www.thecumbriapractice.co.uk
Email: cumbriapractice@aol.com

THE CUMBRIA PRACTICE
SOLUTIONS
FOCUSED HYPNOTHERAPY
CONSULTATIONS IN THE CITY
CENTRE OR AT HOME

•Will collect and return files within ten
working days
•Is experienced, supportive and responsive
•Can deliver draft bills directly to your
desk by e-mail
•Gives free telephone advice
•Avoids hidden charges
The John M Hayes Partnership Call us on 0161 835 4087
DX: 14453 Manchester 2
Unit E, Deansgate Mews, Deansgate,
Manchester M3 4EN

www.johnmhayes.co.uk
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Turner Parkinson bolsters
commercial offering
Boutique business law
firm Turner Parkinson has
bolstered its commercial
and IP team with the appointment of solicitor
Simon Weinberg.
Simon joins from London
firm Matthew Arnold &
Baldwin where he worked

for two years, following his
training with international
firm Berwin Leighton Paisner. He has particular experience in the technology,
healthcare and retail sectors, and will work with
clients on commercial
agreements, outsourcing
and intellectual property

projects.
Andrew Booth, who leads
Turner Parkinson’s commercial and IP team, said:
“Simon’s
appointment
strengthens our commercial
offering and he will be a
great asset to our growing
team.”

Stephensons appoints new partner following
Alternative Business structure approval
North West law firm
Stephensons Solicitors
LLP has appointed its first
non-lawyer partner, following the firm’s approval
as an Alternative Business
Structure (ABS) by the
Solicitors
Regulation
Authority (SRA).

In addition, Neil’s team services external contracts and
Stephensons was appointed, as a result of a
competitive
tendering
process, a supplier to The
Government Procurement
Service’s Law Costs Draftsman Services Framework
Agreement.
Ann Harrison, Stephensons’
chairwoman, said: “It is with
great pleasure that we welcome Neil Ireland-Davies as
our first non-lawyer partner. One of the key reasons
in applying for an ABS licence is to bring talented
people into our partnership
who are not solicitors but
have the skills and drive to
take our business to new
levels.

Trainee solicitor Christine
Land of Croftons Solicitors
LLP has been awarded not
one but two ‘top marks’by
The College of Law.
Christine’s first “top mark” is
The College of Law’s prize
for the student obtaining
the highest overall mark in
the Legal Practice Certificate
(LPC)
course
(2011/2012).
Christine’s
second “top marks” is
awarded for achieving the
highest mark in the employment law elective at The
College of Law, Manchester.
Congratulating Christine on
these outstanding achievements, Croftons’ Managing
Partner Simon Leighton
says “For a trainee solicitor
to win one such prize is an
achievement in itself, but to
win two such prizes is truly
exceptional. Needless to
say, everyone here at
Croftons is absolutely delighted for Christine and we,

Neil Ireland-Davies, head of
the firm’s Costs department
in Leigh, takes the number
of Stephensons partners to
31 when the new structure
becomes effective on January 7th 2013.
Neil joined the firm in 2001
as a Cost Draftsman. Under
his leadership, the costs
team has grown significantly into a 24-strong department which supports
all of the firm’s legal teams
with costs drafting services.

Croftons’ Trainee Wins College of Law
Top Marks - Not One but Two
as a firm, are extremely
proud of her achievements.”
Continuing Simon added:
“Christine works very hard,
is obviously an exceptional
lawyer in the making, and
has great rapport with
clients and colleagues alike.
We have encouraged her in
her legal education and,
equally, we have taken on
board some ideas she has
brought to us to help further legal areas of particular
interest to her, such as employment.”

Croftons’ Head of Housing
Management and Tenancy
Enforcement services.

Christine studied Law in a
dual centre degree at King’s
College London and the
Sorbonne in Paris before
joining rapidly-expanding
Croftons in 2008 as a paralegal. Christine subsequently
took a year out to travel and
work in an Australian law
firm before returning to
Croftons in 2010.

Christine says she is ‘over
the moon’at the news of her
double
prize-winning!
Christine will receive her
prizes at The College of
Law’s ceremony on 7th February 2013 at Manchester
Town Hall. She will qualify as
a solicitor in August 2013 on
completion of her practical
experience with Croftons.

Commenting on Christine’s
success, Carol Draycott,
Head of Centres - North
West at The College of Law,
says “We are delighted to
see our students performing so well on our accelerated courses. Christine’s
success is down to a great
deal of hard work and commitment and we wish her
well in her career”

Christine is currently in a litigation seat supporting

Neil Ireland-Davies and Ann Harrison
“We are delighted that the
SRA has granted our ABS licence, making us one of just
fewer than 60 firms to hold
the licence. With new entrants making their way into
the legal services sector
since ABSs were introduced
in 2012, the future will undoubtedly present challenges
as
well
as
opportunities.
“Stephensons is a forwardthinking and innovative
firm and we are always looking for ways to provide legal
services in the way our
clients want them. Most recently this has involved investment in online services,
implementing fixed prices
and several local mergers to

expand our ‘footprint’across
the North West region and
beyond.
“We see the ABS licence as a
fantastic springboard to
thrive in the new, more
competitive, legal marketplace.”
Stephensons is committed
to providing legal services
to all parts of the community, and is the third largest
supplier of civil legal aid
services in England and
Wales. The firm employs almost 400 staff across eight
offices in the North West. In
2011/2, turnover was
£14.3million.

The deadline for the March 2013 edition of
the Messenger is 6th February

Just Costs springs into 2013
Just Costs Solicitors has
made a busy start to 2013.
The firm has expanded its
Manchester City Centre office to accommodate the
consolidation of its Manchester South Office. All
contact and correspondence previously sent to our
Manchester South Office
should now be made to:

BARRY FRIESLANDER MCIArb
Certified Mediator
Complex business & matrimonial disputes resolved
Barry holds Certified Elite Mediator status, compliant with the UK Ministry of Justice, EU &
UK Civil Mediation Council Mediator Database and is accredited by the ADR Group.

Just Costs Solicitors
Pall Mall Court
61-67 King Street
Manchester
M2 4PD
DX 14385 Manchester
Tel: 0161 618 1095
Fax: 0161 618 1180
The move accommodates
recent growth, and enables
Just Costs to provide the
best of services to its clients.
Paul Shenton, Managing

Director said “when presented with the opportunity to take more office
space at our city centre location, we seized the opportunity to move all our
Manchester operations into
the city centre, which will be
both beneficial to our
clients and our staff”.
To learn more about Just
Costs or our services, please
visit www.justcosts.com or
call 0161 618 1095.

P: 08448 777 888
M: 07973 394 803
E: info@dispute-resolve.co.uk
W: www.dispute-resolve.co.uk

Manchester Law Society

Further growth for medical negligence
team at JMW Solicitors
New appointments have
bolstered numbers in the
medical negligence department at Manchester
law firm JMW Solicitors,
which continues to go
from
strength-tostrength.
The team has added to its
ranks with the recruitment
of Sophie Fox, who joins as
a trainee solicitor, and
Donna Bass, who joins as a
paralegal. The hires have
been possible due to continued business growth and
the promotion of existing
staff.

Sophie Fox (left) and Donna Bass ( R)

Both newcomers will be
tasked with helping to manage the growing list of
clients seeking legal support from JMW after suffering an injury due to medical
negligence.

“JMW’s medical negligence
team has an excellent reputation nationally so it was an
obvious target for furthering my career in the arena.
I am looking forward to
working with some of the
most respected medical
negligence lawyers in the
North West.”

Sophie, who joins from Pannone, will qualify as a solicitor this year. While training
she has gained extensive
experience of a wide range
of clinical negligence matters and as well as supporting more senior solicitors
she also handles her own
case load.

Donna is one of the first
points of contact for patients who have been injured by medical error and
helps to assess what went
wrong with their care. She
joins from Addleshaw Goddard where she acted as a
paralegal in the employment and property team.

Sophie

Donna commented: “I am

commented:
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looking forward to playing a
part in the excellent service
JMW is renowned for and
helping people who have
suffered avoidable injuries
due to medical errors to
begin to rebuild their lives.”
Eddie Jones, head of the
medical negligence department at JMW Solicitors,
added: “The medical negligence sector is becoming
increasingly competitive
yet despite this challenging
landscape our business remains robust. I am delighted to welcome Sophie
and Donna to the team as
with their addition we stand
in a very good position for
further future growth.”

Stephensons unites with fellow Conveyancing
Association members to launch dedicated
consumer pledges
Award-winning conveyancing firm, Stephensons
Solicitors LLP has committed to six pledges aimed at
helping to improve the
home buying process for
‘frustrated’ consumers.

We hope it will give our
home moving clients added
reassurance that they are receiving the best possible
service.”

The law firm which has offices in Wigan, Leigh, Altrincham, Bolton, Manchester
and St Helens, has made the
pledges as part of its membership to the Conveyancing
Association (CA).

1: Quality of service - Members will provide a first rate
conveyancing service to all
clients, regardless of the
value of the instructions

The Conveyancing Association announced the launch
of the ‘Pledges’on December
6th. They are the conveyancing industry’s first ever set of
customer service commitments going above and beyond existing regulations
and accreditation schemes,
which all CA members have
agreed to uphold.
Tom Bridge, managing partner of the Residential Property team at Stephensons,
said: “We are proud to be
part of the Conveyancing Association and support the
pledges. This is the first time
the conveyancing market
has joined together to create
and a formal industry-led
commitment to improving
the house-buying process.

The pledges are:

2: Client satisfaction - Members will ensure that its
clients are satisfied with their
service by requesting and
acting on client feedback
3: Efficient processes Members will work to cut out
delays in the conveyancing
process and take steps to ensure that transactions run as
smoothly as possible
4: Title and registration Members will ensure that
property is acquired with a
good and marketable title
and promptly registered at
the Land Registry
5: Combating fraud - Members will take pro-active
steps to protect mortgage
funds and combat mortgage
and property fraud

6: Mutual support and
trusted community - Members will work towards a
trusted community of conveyancers through mutual
support and information
sharing between members
The launch of the Conveyancing Pledges comes as
a survey by One Poll, commissioned by the CA, finds
that ninety percent of respondents said they were
frustrated with the housebuying process, citing issues
of excess bureaucracy, lack of
information, delays and costs
as their biggest bugbears.
Almost two-thirds (64%) of
house-buyers experienced
problems such as delays during their transaction. Of
these, conveyancers were
blamed for 47% of problems,
with estate agents responsible for 18%, and mortgage
lenders for 16%.
Stephensons has also implemented a service to give
buyers extra peace of mind.
Homebuyers Plus reimburses
clients for specific costs they
have incurred, if they are
gazumped. For more information on Stephensons’conveyancing service, call 0845
140 0138 or email
enquiries@stephensons.co.uk
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The Leaving Care Company snapped up in
private equity-backed acquisition

Law firm waves magic wand over
complex Probate service

Oldham-based The Leaving Care Company Limited
has been sold to Aspirations (Bidco) Limited, part
of the August Equity
group, for an undisclosed
sum.

North West law firm
Stephensons Solicitors
LLP is launching a new online legal document service to help people deal
with the often-complex
area of Probate law.

Established in 2006 by Susie
Burden and Eva Perkins,
The Leaving Care Company
provides sustainable housing and accommodation
support services for vulnerable young people throughout the UK.
Susie Burden, CEO of The
Leaving Care Company said:
"Achieving an exit is ar-

guably the most challenging part of an entrepreneur’s work, but with the
right buyer and right advisors it can be a very rewarding process in itself. I
believed that Aspirations
were the future of The Leaving Care Company and it
was the right decision from
start to finish."
The two sellers were advised on the share sale by
Corporate Partner, Robert
Street, assisted by solicitors
Jamie Partridge and Emily
Mort, from the Manchester
office of Brabners Chaffe
Street, and by a team of fi-

nancial advisers from Stockport-based Allens Accountants led by Simon Leigh.
Robert Street from Brabners
Chaffe Street said: “This deal
opens up an exciting future
for the company, enabling it
to expand upon its successful business model and continue growing its market
share within the UK.”
The buyer, Aspirations
(Bidco) Limited, was advised
on the deal by Rebecca
Briam of London law firm
Gannons.

NEW BOOKS ADDED TO
MANCHESTER LAW LIBRARY
Arden, A
Bickford-Smith, S
Enonchong, N
Gaunt, J
Jay, R
Kessler, J
McManus, J
Williams, D

Homelessness and Allocations 9th ed
Private Rights of Way
Duress, Undue Influence & Unconscionable
Dealings 2nd ed
Gale on Easements 19th ed
Data Protection Law & Practice 4th ed
Drafting Trusts and Will Trusts 11th ed
Education and the Courts 3rd ed
Guide to Motor Insurers Bureau Claims 10th ed

LAG
Jordans
Sweet & Maxwell
Sweet & Maxwell
Sweet & Maxwell
Sweet & Maxwell
Jordans
Law Society

Launched in January, the
new service is called
Stephensons Law Wizard. It
enables people to have
complete control over the
cost of their Probate legal
service and for it to be delivered at a time convenient to
them.
Tom Bridge, managing partner of Wills and Probate at
Stephensons, said: “Probate
can be a complex area of
law. Law Wizard will give
those who dealing with a

person’s estate following
death a different way of
gaining access to legal services. The Law Wizard is accessed via our website www.stephensons.co.uk and there are three levels of
service depending on our
clients’ needs.”
• Level one, called DIY Assist,
offers forms and guidance
to apply for the Grant of
Probate yourself and costs
£199 plus VAT.
• Level two, known as Grant
Assist, costs £349 plus VAT.
Stephensons will make the
application of the Grant of
Probate on your behalf.

this service, Stephensons’
expert Probate solicitors will
take care of everything, including making the application of the Grant of Probate
on your behalf and where
tax is payable, providing advice and assistance.
Law Wizard is completely
secure, with data being encrypted; it is fully compliant
with Inheritance Tax law
and HMRC guidance.
Tom adds: “We always aim
to provide legal services the
way our clients want them.
Law Wizard offers a convenient way to obtain legal documents without the need to
visit a solicitor.”

• Level three, called IHT Assist, costs £699 plus VAT. For

Turner Parkinson #1 North West
Deals Lawyers
Strong organic growth
and an increase in market
share of regional deal activity resulted in a record
2012 for Turner Parkinson’s Corporate Group.
The team finished the
year ranked the North
West’s number one corporate team in the Experian
Corpfin league tables,
having completed 37
transactions in the region.
Worldwide, the boutique
business law firm completed a total of 56 deals in
the year worth an aggregate of £331m.
Bolstered by the arrival of
corporate partner Stephen
Hadlow and the appointment of solicitor Robin
Hastings, the team advised
Hyde-based sports supplement specialist CNP Professional on its sale to dairy
products supplier First Milk,
TVS Group on its acquisition
of Rico Logistics, telecommunications consolidator
Chess on its on-going buyand-build strategy and
Phosphate Therapeutics on
its EUR 10m venture capital
investment. In one of the
UK’s first genuine acquisitions in the personal injury
legal sector since a major
de-regulation of the industry, the Turner Parkinson
team advised personal injury law firm Antony Hodari
on its acquisition of rival
Paul Rooney Partnership.
An increase in overseas
transactions saw the team
involved in a number of
complex projects based in

USA, Dubai, Abu Dhabi,
India, South Africa, Turkey,
Germany
and
China.
Notably the firm completed
a number of major deals for
USD 6 billion turnover TVS
Group based in India, which
included advising TVS Logistics Services on its USD
50m investment from KKR
and Goldman Sachs.
The firm’s nine person corporate team advises a broad
array of clients ranging from
large overseas groups such
as TVS Group, substantial
privately owned groups
such as Halewood International, Logson Group and
Warren James, through to a
variety of owner-managed,
PE and VC owned companies and emerging high
growth companies, many of
whom have VC funding.
James Sheridan, who leads
Turner Parkinson’s Corporate Group, commented:
“Our recent success is really
down to the calibre of

clients we advise, as well as
the strength and experience
of the team, something
which received recognition
in this year’s Chambers and
Partners and Legal 500 directories. Compared to
most of our competitors, we
have a small team, but
today’s business climate
combined with our ability
to provide big firm quality
from our boutique firm environment, is presenting us
with good growth opportunities. Market conditions
remain tough and across
the region 2012 deal volumes were down on those
of 2011, but we have
bucked this trend and seen
increased levels of deal activity within the North West
region. We intend to build
on the success of 2012 by
continuing to invest in service delivery and innovation,
and by providing the very
best, partner-led service.”

The deadline for the March 2013 edition of the
Messenger is 6th February.
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SHORTLISTED CANDIDATES
Legal Executive of the Year
Susan Leach, Quality Solicitors Abney Garsden
Rebecca Lindsey, Glaisyers Solicitors LLP
Judith Mason, Bott & Co
Trainee of the Year
Leila Bridgett, Roberts Jackson Limited
Charlotte Brinsley, Slater & Gordon Lawyers
Kim Broadbent, Clyde & Co Claims LLP
Sarah Walsh, George Davies Solicitors LLP
Associate of the Year
Alison Fagan, Addleshaw Goddard LLP
Christopher Noel, Addleshaw Goddard LLP
Darren Harris, Addleshaw Goddard LLP
Felicity Tulloch, Kuits Solicitors
Laura Hadzik, JMW Solicitors LLP

Team of the Year – Litigation
Hill Dickinson LLP
Eversheds LLP
Addleshaw Goddard
DWF LLP
Squire Sanders (UK) LLP
Team of the Year – Private Client
JMW Solicitors LLP
Addleshaw Goddard LLP
Pannone LLP
Legal Aid Lawyer of the Year
Mike Pemberton, Stephensons Solicitors LLP
Mathieu Culverhouse, Irwin Mitchell Solicitors LLP
Peter Garsden, Quality Solicitors Abney Garsden

Pro Bono/Community Initiative Award
Andrew Quayle, Eversheds LLP
Tyrone Jones, DWF LLP
Karl Jackson, Weightmans LLP

Barristers’ Chambers of the Year
Deans Court Chambers
St John’s Buildings
King’s Chambers
Lincoln House Chambers

Team of the Year – Crime/Regulatory
DWF LLP
Stephensons Solicitors LLP
Pannone LLP

Partner of the Year
Eddie Jones, JMW Solicitors LLP
Mark Hovell, George Davies Solicitors LLP
Darryl Cooke, Gunnercook LLP

Team of the Year - Employment
Gateley (Manchester) LLP
Eversheds LLP
Addleshaw Goddard LLP

Law Firm of the Year – small (1-5 partners)
Rowlinsons Solicitors
Roberts Jackson solicitors
Quality Solicitors Abney Garsden

Team of the Year – PI/Clinical Negligence
Irwin Mitchell Solicitors LLP
JMW Solicitors LLP
Pannone LLP

Law Firm of the Year – medium (5-20 partners)
JMW
turner parkinson llp
George Davies Solicitors LLP

Team of the Year – Property
Addleshaw Goddard LLP
Weightmans LLP
DWF LLP
Eversheds LLP

Law Firm of the Year – large (20+ partners)
Eversheds LLP
DWF LLP
Addleshaw Goddard LLP

Team of the Year – Corporate/Commercial
Eversheds LLP
Pannone LLP
Gunnercook LLP
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Law firm successfully defends Agency
Workers Regulations claims
challenging the ‘Swedish derogation
North West law firm Brabners Chaffe Street has successfully defended a
multiple claimant claim
brought
under
the
Agency Workers Regulations (AWR). The case is
understood to be one of
the first decisions on this
point since the legislation
was introduced in October
2011. The decision will
have implications for recruitment
businesses
across the UK who want to
rely on the exemption in
the AWR and avoid providing temporary workers
with equal pay after the
qualifying period. The exemption itself is contained within Regulation
10 of the AWR and has become commonly referred
to in the industry as the
‘Swedish derogation’.
Brabners Chaffe Street was
instructed by Wigan-based
recruitment
company
Monarch Personnel Refueling (UK) Limited to defend a
claim brought by a number
of its temporary workers
who challenged whether
Monarch had complied with
all the requirements of the
‘Swedish derogation’. The
temporary workers were
supplied by Monarch to its
client as drivers who complained that Monarch had
failed to comply with the requirements of Regulation
10.
The basis of the ‘Swedish
derogation’ is that it allows
recruitment businesses to
derogate from the requirement to pay temporary
workers the same ‘pay’ as a
comparable
employee/
worker of the end user
client. The proviso to this is
that temporary workers
must be employed by the
recruitment business on a
permanent contract of employment; the contract
must contain a minimum
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Paul Chamberlain
amount of information as
set out by the AWR and also
comply with the statutory
requirements of how the
contract of employment is
brought into effect.
The legal team at Brabners
Chaffe Street was led by Employment Partner, Paul
Chamberlain, a nationallyrecognised expert in the law
relating to recruitment
agencies who also played
an active role in the response to the consultation
on the AWR and was part of
the Recruitment and Employment Confederation's
(REC) Agency Work Commission in 2008.
He says: “This case is one of
the first which addresses
the effectiveness of the
‘Swedish derogation’ and is
particularly important for
businesses operating in the
recruitment sector who
wish to rely on it. It highlights the need for recruit-

ment businesses to ensure
that the contracts of employment comply with the
requirements of Regulation
10 of the Agency Workers
Regulations and that such
contracts are implemented
in line with statutory requirements.
This case
shows that Monarch successfully implemented new
contracts incorporating the
requirements of Regulation
10. Although this case involved only a small number
of temporary workers, there
are many recruitment businesses out there that will
use hundreds of workers on
such contracts, therefore
the importance of getting
the content of the contract
and the right approach is
crucial. The impact of getting it wrong would be very
costly to a recruitment business as all temporary workers affected could try to
claim equal pay.”

continued from
front cover
UK are currently dealt with
in Master Whitaker’s fast
track court procedure in the
royal courts of justice where
it is possible for straightforward cases to be completed
in as little as three months,
even for claims running to
six figures. No similar UK tribunal can boast of such a
record, and if speed is not
the significant problem the
government suggest, it is
difficult to see what the proposals achieve other than
costs savings for insurers.
Mesothelioma cases that do
take longer are usually the
result of a robust defence by
the insurance companies
who loathe the large longtail liabilities that mesothelioma
and
other
asbestos-related disease
cases create. As a result, this
area of insurance law has repeatedly vexed the court of
appeal and supreme court
in recent years whilst insurers find new and innovative
ways to attempt to avoid
paying compensation.
Claimant mesothelioma solicitors regularly face a carbon copy defence plan
adopted by insurers in asbestos-related disease cases.
After denying they ever insured the organisation fails,
insurers then attempt to

deny insurance was in place
at the time of exposure,
then that there was no exposure at the organisation
being claimed against, then
that there was, but either
the client wasn’t exposed to
it or was only exposed in
negligible amounts, and
that finally, the disease the
client is suffering from is not
caused by asbestos exposure.
Negotiating this rigorous
denial of the mesothelioma
victim’s case and securing
concessions on each point
takes
a
considerable
amount of time and energy
from the claimant solicitor
who needs to; speak with
family members and work
colleagues, review archived
documentation and obtain
expert medical and engineering evidence to show
that their exposure caused
the asbestos disease. At this
point the defendants then
proceed to dispute the
amount of the claim.
Consigning mesothelioma
cases to a fixed fee process
therefore severely limits the
resources that the claimant’s
lawyers have to fund essential enquiries, whereas the
defendant’s insurer (and
later, lawyer) will continue to
be funded by the deep
pockets of the insurance
companies. These changes
would encourage them to
raise every possible argu-

ment, because the costs
consequences of their doing
so are minimal. Consequently, the terminally ill patient or their family will face
the possibility of their case
effectively failing on one or
more of these points because they aren’t able to
demonstrate their link to the
defendant’s organisation
sufficiently, and therefore
being pressured by the insurers to receive very much
less than they should be
legally entitled to, because
of “litigation risk”, all of
which will now fall on the injured employee rather than
the insurer.
There has been much hyperbole from insurers in the debate about the LASPO
reforms about fraudulent
claims and a “compensation
culture”, despite the government’s own Lord Young report highlighting that the
“compensation culture” was
more perception than reality. These issues do not
apply to the innocent victims of asbestos disease
negligently exposed by their
employers. However these
changes are packaged, if
they proceed as planned
then the Government has
firmly nailed its cause to the
mast as supporting the insurers of negligent employers against the rights of
innocent terminally ill victims.
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Abuse lawyers win ground breaking case
in local authority cover up
One of the UK’s leading experts on child abuse,
Stockport based Peter
Garsden, has welcomed a
Court of Appeal ruling
which he believes will have
national implications for
all local authorities defending child abuse compensation claims. It is a
landmark decision that
will have national implications in all child abuse
cases.
Until now, when lawyers
have requested personal
records to support allegations of abuse in local authority managed homes, as
well as tracking the possible
psychological damage to the
client as a result, local authorities have routinely removed any third-party
information. This has resulted in evidence that could
be used to corroborate the
abuse being hidden, particularly where the names of
vital witnesses have been
deliberately masked out
with
black
highlighter/redacted.
The case, which led to

today’s judgment, involved
Mr Garsden’s client, Nigel
Dunn, who was physically
assaulted at a home in the
North East in the early 1980s.
Mr Dunn, 43, says his life was
messed up and brutalised by
violence meted out at Aycliffe Young People’s Centre,
in Newton Aycliffe, County
Durham. When Mr Dunn’s
records of alleged assaults
were requested by his solicitors the names of other potentially
corroborative
residents who were boys at
the home were masked out
so that the Council hid them
from the victim’s solicitors.
Durham County Council objected to providing any third
party names on the grounds
of the Data Protection Act
1998, and their decision not
to disclose full information
was upheld by the court.
This decision was then appealed by Mr Dunn’s solicitors, who argued that they
needed the names of his fellow residents in order to
track down potential witnesses to support their case.
The judgment found in

favour of Mr Dunn and his
right to a fair trial. Following the ruling, lawyers pursuing claims will be able to
access full records without
the names of valuable witnesses being deliberately
masked out/redacted.
Previously, lawyers have
been denied access to the
names of witnesses because
of the privacy laws surrounding data protection. This has
meant that, at great expense
to Local Authorities, teams of
data experts had to go
through reams of records, in
order to mask out any third
party names before handing
them over. This landmark ruling means that in legal cases,
this will not be necessary any
more, thus saving cash
strapped local authorities
millions of pounds, and better access to justice. In an
age of austerity this will be
welcome news to local authorities trying to save
money.
The Court of Appeal based
their decision upon articles 6
and 8 of the Human Rights
Act which insists upon the

right to a fair trial balanced
against the right to privacy.
The decision came down on
the side of transparency and
openness so as to avoid any
cover ups of evidence. This
decision will help all other
victims of abuse, who are
trying to uncover the names
of vital witnesses in records,
which previously have remained hidden.
Peter Garsden, Principal of
QualitySolicitors
Abney
Garsden and president of
ACAL (Association of Child
Abuse Lawyers) said: “I am
encouraged by the backing
that the courts have given to
full and open disclosure of
the names of witnesses in
this case because without
such details I would not have
been able to fight for my
client’s rights. This is a
groundbreaking decision
and will have national implications for all local authorities. It will mean that legal
teams will be able to see all
the evidence without the removal of names.”

Peter Garsden
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Government missing the point on
whiplash consultation
The government proposal
to increase the small
claims limit is possibly the
biggest waste of time of
any consultation released
by the government. They
want to drive down costs
but at paragraph 77 already state that the proposals being introduced
next April will already
achieve this. Insurance
premiums are already reducing by 10.2% in the last
quarter
because
of
changes introduced 2
years ago.
They will undoubtedly continue to reduce because of
the forthcoming reforms, so
there is no need for further
change until an impact assessment has been undertaken following the reforms.
If the rise in the small claims
limit is introduced, solely for
people injured in Road Accidents, then this is the
biggest impact on access to
justice the country has seen
because these injured victims will have no legal support when it comes to
getting compensation for in-

juries suffered through no
fault of their own.

when there has been no impact assessment as yet.

It seems the government
driver here is to create a scenario where insurers can
challenge more fraudulent
cases because they will fall
under the small claims limit.
However, I would have
thought that one real concern to this approach is that
if insurers do challenge on a
fraud basis then either, it will
be taken out of the SCT, or it
will stay in SCT and the
claimant will undoubtedly
recover their costs in full
under unreasonable conduct rules (should they succeed). The cost the
government is trying to save
would therefore not be
achieved. Further, insurers
would still be paying their
solicitors similar amounts to
establish fraud against the
claimant.

The government alludes to
the better regulation task
force
recommendations
about not increasing the
small claims limit, but fails to
state what has changed following the findings in this report.

My next point would be in
relation to paragraph 9, what
evidence does the government have to show that the
reforms being implemented
in April would be insufficient

The government accepts
that changes being introduced in April will rebalance
the system. With this in
mind, costs will be reduced
by at least 12 1/2% because
success fees will not be recoverable against the defendants. With that in mind, we
would strongly urge the
government to wait for
these reforms to be introduced in April before further
changes are considered. If
the government does this
then they will immediately
understand whether or not
this will have an impact and,
specifically, if that impact
will see insurance premiums
being reduced to reflect the
fact that costs are reduced
by 12 1/2%, irrespective of

the proposed reduction of
costs by 60% which is under
consultation to be responded to by 4 January.
In relation to the proposed
changes to medical experts,
the government has it
wrong. At paragraph 33 they
state that if the insurance
company representing the
driver decides to contest the
claim then they will seek a
medical report from the
claimant's GP. This is factually
incorrect. The insurance
company would seek to obtain their own report from a
consultant orthopaedic surgeon. In relation to experts
being under undue pressure
to give lengthy prognosis,
they are paid regardless. If
anything there is more of an
incentive to give a short
prognosis as they can increase their fees by then
having a reexamination.
How can this proposal not
affect the accident victim.
Alison Rocca
Glaisyers

The government accepts that changes
being introduced in April will rebalance
the system. With this in mind, costs will
be reduced by at least 12 1/2% because
success fees will not be recoverable against
the defendants. With that in mind, we
would strongly urge the government to wait
for these reforms to be introduced in April
before further changes are considered.
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Spotting child abuse earlier the best tools for job?
By Richard Chambers, Carter Brown Associates
In December the Government announced a national system which aims
to identify child abuse at
an earlier stage and prevent tragedies such as
that of Baby P and Victoria Climbie.
The system, which will be
rolled-out in 2015, will
allow health professionals
to check where and when
any child has visited Accident and Emergency or an
out-of-hours GP for treatment, and is aimed at clarifying whether the child is
on the register for those
considered to be at risk or
in council care. At Carter
Brown Associates, our expert witnesses regularly report on cases where
failures are revealed in the
systems designed to identify child abuse - highlight-

ing the need for improvement.
Health Minister Dan Poulter said the scheme should
give professionals “the
best tools for the job”.
He continued, “Up until
now, it has been hard for
frontline healthcare professionals to know if a child
is already listed as being at
risk or if children have
been repeatedly seen in
different emergency departments or urgent care
centres with suspicious injuries or complaints, which
may indicate abuse,”.
“Providing instant access
to that information means
vulnerable and abused
children will be identified
much more quickly - which
will save lives.”

However there have been
a number concerns raised.
Siobhan Freegard, founder
of the child care site Netmums said: “Many parents
are worried that injuries
caused entirely innocently,
such as a broken arm from
falling while climbing a
tree, could be logged on
the database as something
more sinister.”
“There are also worries
that it may put off parents
taking their child for medical treatment, especially if
their child is accident
prone and has had a few
previous visits, in case they
are falsely identified as
abusive.”
Dr Simon Eccles, a consultant in emergency medicine who helped set up the
scheme, said innocent par-

ents or carers would not
come under suspicion: “It’s
quite straightforward I
hope, most of the time, to
ascertain whether this is
just a child who is beautifully looked after but tends
to play rough, or this is a
child who is not ever being
watched when they play
and tend to hurt themselves.”
“This database is not trying
to solve the entire problem
but simply adding another
layer of information that
previously was hard to
get,” he added.
Another concern was
health professionals’ training and ability to spot the
signs of abuse. Speaking at
Carter Brown Associates’
“Under the Microscope”
conference in November
2012, Consultant Radiologist Dr John Somers highlighted some of the

challenges when diagnosing a non-accidental injury
and said that many health
professionals were afraid of
putting their “head above
the parapet”to risk a misdiagnosis that could lead to
damage to their reputation.
At least one child dies in
England every week from
abuse or neglect. Most are
babies and young children
who are unable to speak
about what is happening to
them.
Carter Brown Associates
are the leading provider of
multidisciplinary expert
witnesses for family and
criminal law cases; their expertise within complex
legal proceedings involving children and families is
often crucial in decision
making to ensure the welfare and safety of children.

The system, which
will be rolled-out in
2015, will allow
health professionals
to check where and
when any child has
visited Accident and
Emergency or an
out-of-hours GP for
treatment, and is
aimed at clarifying
whether the child is
on the register for
those considered to
be at risk or in
council care.

Chambers are delighted to welcome to our Civil Department
Gary Reynolds and Tim Wilkinson both from St John’s Chambers Manchester
May we also welcome to our criminal department David E Taylor from 37 Park Square Leeds Chambers
And also the return of Peter Harthan
Members of Chambers
Richard Pratt QC HOC
Peter Gregory DHOC
Iain Goldrein QC
Stephen Riordan QC
Stuart Lawson –Rogers QC
Andrew Moran QC
Neil Flewitt QC
Andrew Menary QC
Nicholas Johnson QC
Ian Unsworth QC
Nigel Power QC
Michael Wolff
David Geey
Andrew McDonald
Gordon Bellis
Rodney Halligan
Mary Compton-Rickett
Michael Pickavance
Neville Biddle

James Rae
Kevin Grice
Michael Davies
Julian Nutter
Arthur Gibson
Brendan Carville
Henry Riding
Grant Lazarus
David Owen
James McKeon
Andrew Loveridge
Mark Chatterton
Deirdre McGuire
James Byrne
Kevin Reade
Simon Killeen
Jamil Khan
Stephen Knapp
Desmond Lennon

Peter Kidd
Janet Reaney
Steven Parker
Tim Kenward
Keith Sutton
Nigel Lawrence
Diarmuid Flood
Jason Smith
Andrew Downie
Kate Symms
Christine Bispham
Tim Grover
Stephen Seed
Gary Reynolds
Trevor Parry-Jones
Andrew Alty
Simon Driver
Ian Whitehurst
Helen Wrenn

Gerald Jones
Teresa Loftus
David E Taylor
Clive Baker
Andrew Carney
Jeremy Greenfield
Brendan Burke
Nicola Turner
Steven Ball
Joanna Mallon
David McLachlan
Andrew Ford
Kenneth Grant
Daniel Rogers
Elizabeth Brennan
Neil Bisarya
Jacqueline Swain
Michael Jones
Nicola Miles

Lianne Naughton
Sarah Holt
Daniel Wood
William Ralston
Philip Tully
Lee Jenkinson
Mark Roberts
Sarah Langley
Frances Hertzog
Lisa Edmunds
Emma Freeman
Jonathan Duffy
Martin Reid
Paul Wright
Craig Fisher
David Dunne
Christopher Knagg
Barbara Louise Webster
Victoria Roberts

Practice Director : John Kilgallon
Assistant Practice Director/Civil Clerk : Nick Roberts
Assistant Practice Director/Criminal Clerk : Rachel Kehoe
Senior Family Clerk : Carolyn Cregeen
7 Harrington Street Chambers is committed to its equal opportunities policy
7 Harrington Street, Liverpool L2 9YH Tel: 0151 242 0707 Fax: 0151 236 2800 / 1120
DX 14221 Liverpool. E-mail clerks@7hs.co.uk
www.7hs.co.uk

Tim Wilkinson
Fraser Lindsay
Katherine O’Donohue
Brian Treadwell
Steven Woerner
Lianne Birkett
Julie Ashley
Danielle Paton
Sarah Watters
Peter Harthan
Benjamin Handy
Stephanie Varle
John O’Leary
Gemma Thomas
Hannah Brookfield
Francesca Martin - Pupil
Door Tenants
Anthony Berry QC
Malcolm Dutchman Smith
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Brabners Chaffe Street raises over £30k
for Children’s Hospices North West
Leading North West law
firm Brabners Chaffe
Street has raised over
£30,000 for its chosen
charity for 2012, Children’s Hospices North
West. The firm supported
hospices local to each of
its offices in Liverpool,
Manchester and Preston,
namely Claire House on
the Wirral, Francis House
in Manchester and Derian
House in Chorley, Lancashire.
As part of its CSR programme Brabners Chaffe
Street has a dedicated charity committee who organised fundraising events
throughout 2012 including
a Brabners Bake Off competition, quiz nights, auctions,
and taking part in the BUPA
Great Manchester run and a
zip wire challenge at Man-
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chester United's Old Trafford. Annual events included
the
Charity
Challenge, an actionpacked weekend of canoeing, cycling
and hill
climbing in the Lake District
where 26 teams from different companies across the
North West competed to
finish the course in the
fastest time, raising over
£12,000 in the process, and
‘Brabners: the Big Idea’, an
Apprentice-style contest involving one team from
each of the firm’s offices
competing against each
other to raise the most
money for the charity. In
addition staff were encouraged to volunteer and participate
in
Children’s
Hospices’ own collections
and events.
Mark Brandwood, Manag-

ing Partner at Brabners
Chaffe Street commented:
“The firm’s staff voted to
support Children’s Hospices
North West in 2012 and
through their volunteering
and fundraising efforts we
managed to raise a huge
amount of money for the
charity as well as its profile
within the region.”
Helen Carlson, Area Manager of Children’s Hospices
North West said: "My motto
is 'Stand alone we fail, but
together we're stronger'
and this is a sentiment that
rings true throughout the
hospice movement. It's an
honour to team up with
Francis House and Derian
House and I know everyone
involved in this project is so
grateful to the team at Brabners Chaffe Street for all
their support."

Hats off to Stockport Law Firm
Stockport law firm QualitySolicitors Abney Garsden is getting into the
festive spirit by raising
money
for
MedEquip4Kids.
On Tuesday 18th of December they held a ‘wear your
hats to work’ themed day at
their offices in Cheadle
Hulme. Staff were asked to
don their hats in exchange
for a donation to the charity.
The total amount raised is
still being calculated with
further events planned for
January.

MedEquip4Kids is a children’s charity raising money
to provide pediatric medical
equipment and facilities for
hospitals and community
health teams. Their aim is to
help ensure babies, children
and teenagers receive the
best possible care when sick
or injured. Established in
1985, they rely entirely on
donations from the public
and the money they raise is
spent directly on the items
requested.
Managing Partner at QualitySolicitors Abney Garsden,
Peter
Garsden
said

“MedEquip4Kids is a great
charity working hard to raise
money for sick and injured
children. The run up to
Christmas seemed like a
timely excuse for some jollity and a good way to get
people to dig deep for such
an important charity.”
The firm frequently takes
part in fundraising initiatives
with staff recently joining in
Cancer Research’s Race for
Life and the Manchester to
Blackpool bike ride in aid of
Manchester’s Christie Hospital.

JMW Solicitors put in an heroic appearance
Personal injury lawyers
are often painted as heroes or villains, but the
team at JMW Solicitors
took that analogy literally
when declaring a dress
down day to mark the festive season last month.

l-r Susie Poppitt of Derian House, Emma Siddle of Francis House, Richard Bate of Brabners
Chaffe Street and Helen Carlson of Claire House and also Area Manager of Children’s Hospices
North West.

Such and Fran’s Charity Abseil
Such Amin and Fran Eccles-Bech are going to abseil 140 feet down the North
Stand of Manchester United Football Club on Saturday 23rd February 2013. As
President of Manchester Law Society for 2013, Such has chosen Francis House
Children's Hospice as his Charity for the year, so please dig deep.
Francis House is a very special children's hospice caring for over 230 children and
young people with life limiting conditions and their families. They need to raise
£3.3 million a year to keep Francis House open. Without your support this would
not be possible.

To make a donation to this very worthy cause, please visit
www.justgiving.com/ManchesterLawSociety

The firm’s personal injury
team donned Dick Dastardly costumes, wore
Wolverine’s wardrobe and
teamed up to be Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles in a bid
to encourage people to un-

wind and relax, showing
that personal injury lawyers
have a fun side.
The team came to work for
the day dressed as their
chosen fictitious counterparts, before running off
into the night to fight (or
plot) crime. On seeing the
team together post-work,
Manchester residents could
have been forgiven for
thinking they’d stumbled
into the superheroes and
villains AGM.

Chris Sutton, partner and
joint head of personal injury, said: “We all work very
hard throughout the year
and at Christmas, its nice for
our team to be able to let
their hair down and celebrate their accomplishments. Lawyers sometimes
run the risk of being labelled dull and shaking up
that perception of the profession is great fun.”

the Messenger
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The Law Firm, the Client, and the Spouse How to keep them all happy by Alex Pease
“It’s either me or your work
– make the choice!” There
may be some commercial
solicitors who have never
been faced with this statement from someone they
love, but I suspect not many.
The truth is that the enormous demands that our
work places on our time and
the unpredictability of
those demands can drive a
wedge between us and
those to we are close to.
How we respond has impact on the rest of our lives.
But be reassured – where
personal relationships are
concerned, small changes
can make a big difference.
I have worked most of my
life at a major international
law firm and met my wife
Lucy while working in an
overseas office of the firm. I
was a banking lawyer so my
time was spent in intensive
negotiations, often driven
by quarter or year-end tax
deadlines. This often led to
unpredictable
absences
from social events, interrupted weekends and cancelled holidays. Looking
back on it, Lucy was remark-

ably tolerant about the disruptions. She recognised
that she had married someone in a high powered job
and there were, of course,
considerable financial rewards.
The turning point came
after we started a family. I
had accepted an opportunity to run one of the far
east offices of the firm and I
had a lot of marketing to do
there (as well as transactional work) and so spent
nearly every night entertaining clients. Things
started to unravel. The combination of two young children, being thousands of
miles away from home
without her support networks and a husband who
was never there was really
too much for Lucy. She told
me she had decided to take
the children back to the UK.
It seemed to me like I was
facing a binary choice – the
firm or her. I remember well
how I felt. It was like looking
into an abyss.
Finally, I was prepared to negotiate. Then, a very strange

thing happened. I was staggered to discover that,
when I actually started to
listen to Lucy and discuss
seriously what was necessary to prevent her return to
the UK, the changes she required were really not all
that onerous. Firstly, she
wanted to move house in
our expatriate city. This was
not the first time that she
had asked this, but for various reasons I had resisted. I
also agreed to reduce my
marketing evenings with
clients and have breakfast
with Lucy and the children
every day and take my
daughter to school on the
way to work, when I could.
It worked. Lucy became
much happier. Since then,
we have been able to negotiate our way through most
difficulties. We went on to
live a further two years in
the Far East. This experience
and many others in our 23
years of marriage have
taught me that provided
you listen and are willing to
negotiate, even though disaster looks as if it is round
the corner small changes

as your relationship with
your firm is concerned, work
out what it really wants
from you. Does it want a
lawyer who burns out after
a handful of years of overproduction, or a profitable
lawyer for an entire career?

can make a disproportionate difference to a relationship.
While looking for tips on
how to survive it all, we
found that you have to
tweak four relationships to
make sure that the main
one in your life as a lawyer
and family man (or woman)
stays intact: (1) the relationship with your clients, (2)
with your firm and (3) with
your other half but also (4)
the relationship between
your partner and the firm.
So, for example, (taking
your relationship with your
clients) how often do we ask
a client when he/she ‘wants’
the work done instead of
when the work ‘needs’ to be
done? The difference between these two could be a
matter of hours or days; but
certainly one may produce
an answer which leads to a
ruined evening or weekend
– entirely unnecessarily.

Thirdly, can you agree a set
of priorities with your other
half and try and stick to it?
We all know that we cannot
be in two places at once. If
you have two clients and
both want you at the same
time, then there are some
circumstances where you
break off from one client
and see the other, but others when you do not however important the second
client is – for example when
you are working on a closing for the first client. Why
not treat your other half at
least as well as one of your
top clients and agree when
to give them priority. Success is not about always
being available.

Secondly, don’t be your own
worst enemy and put more
on yourself than you and
your family can bear. As far

Fourthly, what can the firm
do to show appreciation for
your spouse’s support? Get
your business development

department to think up
some ways of showing this.
These are just a few suggestions showing how small
changes to the busy working life of a lawyer can improve his/her relationships
at home. If you would like
the full paper which contains about 25 suggestions
on how to improve the relationship between lawyer
and spouse, please email
me at alex@manorfarmkilmeston.com
This article is reproduced with
the permission of the author.
It first appeared in the Christmas edition of LawCare
News. Details of how to contact LawCare are included in
the relevant section of the
Annual Report.

Formedecon
Forensic Audio/Images
Filling the pipeline with
PPC
The LASPO reforms taking effect in April 2013 will restrict
many tried-and-tested lead
generation techniques. To
combat this, the most forward-thinking of firms are
looking for quick ways to fill
the case pipeline in preparation, with pay per click (PPC)
marketing being one of the
popular choices.
As the name suggests, with
pay per click advertising you
only pay when someone
clicks your ad. Through
Google’s AdWords system,
you bid on your chosen keywords, and your ads will appear when Google users
search for those keywords.
It’s useful to do a quick
search for your key practice
areas and see which ads pop
up – your competitors may
already be utilising this lucrative channel.
One benefit of PPC versus
traditional channels, besides

the speed with which campaigns can be set up and
start to generate results, is
the ability to target ads. You
can ensure only users in a
certain city or county, a chosen demographic or those
browsing at a specific time of
day will be shown your ads,
helping every click count.
Techniques like these mean a
well-managed PPC campaign can be very cost effective, even in the highly
competitive legal market.
You may even find niche keywords that cost much less
per click, while your daily
spend cap can be as high or
as low as you like.
Important considerations
Once a user clicks through to
your website, you’ll need to
ensure the content appeals
to them, making them more
likely to submit an enquiry.
Google also operates a quality score system, so it’s vital
your website and its landing
pages work well and contain

content relevant and useful
to users’ search queries.
Success in PPC is often down
to experience and the trialling of new ideas (not to
mention additional channels
such
as
remarketing,
LinkedIn or Facebook).
Managing the budget effectively, working to targets and
ensuring the right keywords
and demographics are being
marketed is a resource-intensive process, which is why
many firms choose to outsource this management.
With the right management,
PPC can be an extremely
cost-effective and quick
channel: adverts can be put
live – with results showing at
the top of Google – within
days, and changes can be
made fluidly throughout the
campaign. If your business
model will be affected by
April’s changes, perhaps now
is the time to consider the
quick return offered by PPC.

At Formedecon we now offer
a range of Photographic Services
including:
CCTV image Capture and Enhancement
Personal Injuries
Scene Photography
Criminal Damage
Line of Sight
Our photographic section is led by Howard Little who has
worked for the armed forces, the Police and Regional Councils
and has almost 30 years photographic experience. Including:
forensic, post mortem, murder scenes, RTA’s, commercial and industrial photography. Contact Howard Little for expert advice on
your photographic requirements.
Tel: 01388 811003

Fax: 01388 811918
DX 60185
Why not visit our website at www.formedecon.com
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Management Matters
This column is now into its fifth year and feedback is still good. We would still like to receive observations and ideas for future
issues. Please mail Bill Kirby at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com or the publisher Julia Baskerville at
j.baskerville@btconnect.com
MC Crum is Back in Style
Simon Mc Crum previously a partner at Pannone who left to
become managing partner at Oxford headquartered
DARBYS in late 2007, opened a north west presence in Hale,
with only one person just 12 months. In only one year the
team in that office has increased to 28. The recently closed
financial year saw a year on year revenue growth of 30% from £7m to £9m
I can speak from experience on the monumental changes
that Simon has lead at Darbys, and on their innovative marketing - Simon is even presented about by managing partners trying to stimulate their own partnerships through the
current revolution.
Simon, who now splits his week between Bowden and Oxford comments “The results from last year are amazing, but
there is an awful lot of hard work across our firm behind these
figures. I for one have never worked so hard in all my career.”
... “In Manchester, our growth has been about good people.
Thankfully thay have been coming to us - I think we have only
paid about two fees to recruiters. If we get the right people we
will continue to grow”
Darbys with four offices nationally offers twenty different
lines of expertise. Employment; matrimonial; private client;
residential conveyancing; commerical litigation; construction; commercial property and corporate from its Hale office.

centre in the North West – Booth Hall at Knutsford.
In the first 3 – 4 years there were three different managing
directors, leaving business direction wanting. July 2010 saw
the arrival of the current incumbent Doug Hargrove and certainly some changes.
Doug is a father of three a former non-league footballer and
lifelong fan of QPR (never mind) and he worked in retail and
retail technology before arriving at IRIS Legal.
I have met Doug on a number of occasions and I have been
impressed with his personal drive. He had to early on correct a major negative “Soon after arriving I made it clear to all
of our customers that no IRIS Legal software product would be
‘end-of-lifed’. We would continue to invest in all of our products,
ensuring that the more mature ones continued to receive bug
fixes, legislative updates and enhancements in line with customer requirements” “whilst for our core solicitors and barristers markets we would continue building the IRIS Legal
platform, both increasing the investment in our own software
intellectual property creating next-generation products and
services, and integrating with industry-leading partner solutions so that we can offer a ‘one stop shop’, including not only
all their software requirements but all associated services and
infrastructure.
So far Doug has been encouraged with his development
and product management teams. He considers them to be
the most passionate and lively team in the market place at
the moment. Iris has faced major challenges bringing their
new platforms of ILB and ILE to market as many law firms
will identify.

The Other Consolidation
Last month I wrote about the new man coming to Lexis
Nexis and the effect he plans with his strategy that will affect old Axxia and VisualFiles/Solicitec users that are now
part of the LN portfolio.
Perhaps even more challenging, is the consolidation started
6 years ago by Computer Software Group that was sold to
Iris with impacts on users of AIM, Videss, Mountain, Laser
Forms, Opsis and Alpha Law – probably about 2,200 firms
nationally. With forms from Laser Forms the number of legal
clients is probably in excess of 5,000. The Iris legal group employs c250 people throughout the UK including a major

Doug took a fresh look at the market when he arrived “our
analysis then and subsequently tells us that helping law firms
become more business-like, more efficient in their day to day
operations, better at marketing and fully compliant is the key
to ensuring that our current and future customers can thrive in
a changing market.” “Our partnership strategy is very important. Just like any mature software company we are executing
a strategy of working in partnership with third parties by integrating their industry-leading products into our solutions. To
ensure that we select the right partners we recruited an industry recognised Partner Manager. In fact, we’re just about to announce a handful of really nice deals which will add more value
to our offer and help our customers stay one step ahead”
Doug has identified that the key strategy for 2013 is “to focus
on our customers, our employees and create value in our intellectual property. It is important in any business to retain and
develop your customers. We have invested significantly in the
quantity and quality of our Sales and Account Management
over the past couple of years. It was important that we rebuilt
those relationships that suffered during the businesses acquisitions in 2007/8”
This is an essential recognition.
“We want to deliver the solutions going forward that are the
things that our customers need and want in order to improve
their businesses and their relationships with their clients”.
Doug is undoubtedly an enthusiast with high energy and
is doing well in very difficult circumstances bearing in mind
the early history of the newly formed group. There have
been very difficult technical and delivery problems which
both Doug and Iris clients have faced.

to ensure that IRIS Legal distances itself from some of the issues from previous years.”
“We have a huge amount of well-respected market knowledge
within IRIS Legal and ensuring that this knowledge is properly
used to the benefit of the business and the customers is very important. This not only ensures that we retain our key skills, but
that they feel valued and are adding direct value to our future
customer relationships”
“More and more customers are investing in incremental core
solutions and next generation, our customer retention is at an
all-time high, and our bi-annual Net Promoter Score, a worldwide metric used to govern the strength of the relationship with
a customer base, has similarly moved to a record high and in
line with other well-respected software companies. Importantly, this doesn’t mean that the job is done, but we are going
in the right direction and will continue to work hard at developing customer relationships, employees and the value in our
intellectual property”
“There is clearly much change in the provision of legal services
which will create opportunity for those businesses that adapt.
This change is being brought about by new legal service
providers entering the market, new technology, on-going difficult economic conditions and also the demands of the end
consumer. Our review of these pressures told us that law firms
want to behave more as a business and measure and track
their performance using industry KPIs and management dashboards, drive greater efficiencies undertake a higher level of
marketing with an appreciation of the return on marketing investment and be compliant at a firm and individual level. There
is no reason that law firms that evolve to the new ways of doing
business and engaging with their clients cannot be successful”
“Furthermore, the next generation of legal service consumers,
who have been bought up with a greater appreciation of technology, also expect a rapid response to their needs. At IRIS Legal
we have already started to address these needs with a Client
Self Service module, mobile fee earner capability and through
our Hosted and Cloud options, which allow a law firm to outsource all of its on-site systems and data management and
focus more on delivering high quality legal services”
How to Buy Services
There is an interesting new perspective to the Legal IT exhibition and conference in London on 5 & 6 March this year
with some very valuable advice being made available
through some industry recognised experts (including me)
Lined up so far are
Outsourcing
- Chris Bull (Edge International)
Document and Knowledge Management - Gerard Bredenoord (Knowledge Innovations)
Legal Process Management - Neil Cameron (Neil Cameron
Consultancy)
Cloud
- Bill Kirby (Professional Choice & MLS Messenger)
Compliance
- Juanita Gobby (Legal Eye)
Find out much more at www.legalitbizshow.com Hope to
see you there.

“The team has worked hard to execute our strategy quickly and

Bill Kirby is a director of Professional Choice Consultancy and Management
Services Consultancy offering advice to firms on all things IT from strategy,
planning, effective use and outsourcing continuity and DR. He can be
contacted at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com
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MYSG News
Happy New Year from the
Manchester Young Solicitor
Group!
The MYSG committee has
welcomed two new additions, Katie Simpson from
Pannone and David Patterson
from Squire Sanders. Both
have already proved to be invaluable already, providing
some great new ideas for
events that will take place
during what we hope will be
an action packed 2013!
Events in the pipeline include
beer tasting, a pool competition and a quiz, together with
the regular events, including
seminars and the eagerly anticipated spring soiree. As
well as being fun, all of the
events shall give members
the opportunity to network
and meet new contacts, both
with other members and

through the organisations
who sponsor the events.
The MYSG also aim to better
inform our members by becoming technology whizzes!
The website shall shortly have
an overhaul along with the
MYSG Facebook page, where
we will be including details of
forthcoming events. If anyone
does have any ideas for
events then please do feel
free to contact the MYSG
committee - details of the
members can be found on
the MYSG website.
We look forward to seeing
you all at the next MYSG
event - watch out for your
email which shall confirm the
details. Now over to our committee member Steven Brown
in our regular getting to know
the committee section!

The MYSG has over 1,000 members and we invite qualified solicitors up to 10 years PQE
(excluding Partners) from in
and around Manchester to join
our group. We arrange social
events for solicitors, networking
events with other professional
groups in Manchester including
bankers, accountants and surveyors, educational and CPD
seminars, and other events
which we think will be of interest
to our members. Membership is
free and the costs of our events
are met by sponsors. If you
would like to join the MYSG and
you do not currently receive our
emails, please email us at
info@mysg.org.uk, or contact us
through
our
website,
www.mysg.org.uk or via our
Facebook page, "Manchester
Lawyers".

Name – Steven Brown
Firm and area of practice – JMW. Clinical Negligence.
Your favourite holiday destination – South-east Asia.
Your ideal Saturday night – A night on the Bigg Market.
What do you enjoy most about being in the MYSG committee –
The opportunity to meet new people.
What song do you love to dance to – Nothing cheesy
What is your guilty pleasure – Geordie Shore.
If you were a super hero what would be your magic power –
Mind-reading.
Describe yourself in 3 words – Tall. Geordie. Outgoing.
If you could swap lives with somebody for the day who would it be
and why – Porfirio Rubirosa.
What is the favourite part of your job – Helping to improve a client’s
quality of life.

MTSG News
January may be a slow start
for some but it certainly wasn’t for the Manchester Trainee
Solicitors Group.
On the 23rd of January a very
successful networking social
was held at Bluu Bar in the
Northern Quarter and attracted no less than 200 of
our members. Despite a
large number of the group
operating a ‘dry January’ policy it was a great night and
one that was vital in lifting
our trainee’s spirits for the
year ahead!
Our Education Secretaries

also provided MTSG members
with a very useful seminar on
how to cope with stress in the
work place. This was hosted
by LawCare at DWF’s Manchester office and proved to
be an insightful evening offering our members lots of advice on how to cope with
their (sometimes) stressful
workloads.
Good news has also come
from our football team this
month who have enjoyed
their first win (pictured), Mark
Hague the sports secretary
said: “this is a sign of good
things to come we are aiming

for top of the league before
the seasons out”.
Finally this month, the MTSG
Chair, Charlotte Brinsley of
Slater & Gordon has decided
to break with tradition and
open up MTSG membership
to the pupils in Manchester.
We as a committee believe
this will provide further networking opportunities for
our members and provide a
wider support network for
the pupils. We will also be
welcoming a pupil from one
of the Manchester Chambers
to sit on the committee to act
as a voice for the Junior Bar.
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How to keep your New Years Resolutions?
It’s a New Year again. Who’s making the same resolutions, just
like last year,to get fitter and healthier?
It seems so easy, when we initially make them, but it’s harder to
actually carry them out, to finally becoming that wonderful,
productive, healthy, happy person we’ve always wanted to be.
The trouble is, we have to actually make the changes, especially
with exercise and diet, rather than just talk about it. This tends
to fade, once we realise that we can’t change things overnight?
I have read some great articles, recently and noticed that most
of them highlighted 3 rules for making lasting, successful
changes, that last all year and beyond and make New Years resolutions successful.
1. Adjust your attitude
2. Change your lifestyle
3. Come up with a plan to succeed.
Adjust your attitude
If you have the wrong attitude about fitness and healthy eating,
you’re already setting yourself up for failure.
Who has thought about the following when doing fitness exercises?
* It’s boring
* It’s painful( I’m hurting all over, think I’ve pulled something)
* It’s punishment for my bad diet.
* I’ve not got the time
* It’s an difficult obligation
* I’ve no time to train, I’m too busy.
Do any of these sound familiar?
Let me help you with some tips on how to “stick with” your program. Nobody likes pain, being bored, being committing to an
unachievable, obligation etc. do they?
Don’t just throw yourself into a fitness program that’s weight
loss orientated. Work out your own attitude to exercise. See if
the list of thoughts above are true or just lies that you have been

telling yourself for years?
Now think a little bit differently and more positively about exercise:
* I can get stress relief from my workday
* I can boost my energy and mood.
* I’m making time for myself.
* I can find time to get my body fitter and rest my mind.
* I’m going to improve my quality of life.
* I’m going to make myself more attractive
* I’m going to improve my health
* I’m going to extend my life span
Here’s to the future then.
There are some important points about exercise and lifestyle,
that we all should really understand.
* Diets don’t work. Stop wasting your time following fad diets,
but plan more realistic changes to your diet, like smaller portions on your plate & using smaller plates also. There are many
more, but you’ll have to come and see me and my trainers for
those.
* Willpower won’t work. Willpower will work short term, but
long term results require planning, discipline and finding the
motivation for yourself every day.
* Motivation will not magically happen. This is a hard one as motivation can change from day to day. You’ll need to recommit
your goals each day, if necessary, like changing some of your fitness, lifestyle plans and attitudes, to find new ways to motivate
yourself over the course of your training. Don’t stick at the same
workout, because it’s becoming more comfortable and easier,
but moreover, change it so that it always tests you.
* Exercise and eating healthily won’t always be easy to stick
with. Even I find this hard, but you’ll have to work hard on this
every day. However, you will feel good when you do manage
it.
Adjust your lifestyle
This is probably the hardest thing to change, so you’ll need to
do this in small stages, as you need to be committed to maintaining this for a lifetime.

fore you start the same old diet and/or fitness programs, ask
yourself one question: can I sustain this new fitness and diet
program everyday?
A few ideas to help you change your lifestyle:
* Figure out your bad habits. Keep a food diary or maybe video
yourself when you eat? (sometimes you can forget what your
actually putting into your mouth). Don’t worry if it’s bad at first,
it will get better.
* Replace those bad habits, one at a time, with different good
habits. You can’t replace bad habits without forming new ones.
e.g. the chocolate bar? Replace it with an apple for example, but
always think of the benefits the replacement is giving you. This
is difficult, but keep focussed on your goals.
3 key things to do, to change:
* Decide what you’ll eat instead of fast foods and unhealthy
snacks, then stock up with meal replacement bars, health fruit
shakes or smoothies etc.
* Eat before you get in the car, train or bus etc. so you won’t be
starving and maybe be tempted to go to the drive thru/ fastfood restaurant.
* Don’t carry cash in the car, then, even if you have the urge to

You will be working to maintain your fitness and weight, so be-

0161 425 5206

We are located on the 2nd Floor, House of Fraser,
Deansgate, Manchester M3 2QG

Spa in the City
Partners Salon is situated on the second floor of
House of Fraser, this hidden gem offers everything
from hair, nails, waxing and a huge array of beauty
treatments, this month we are focusing on Germaine
de Capuccini the top European skin care house whose
premium products are found in the most exclusive
Salons and Spas across the world.
If you are looking for pure indulgence and total relaxation, we can provide you with a haven where you will
find the most incredible unique sensations, where the
body,mind & spirit converge to feel an unforgettable
and deeply pleasurable experience.

£20 blow dry bar available every
day with any available stylist
please call 0161 425 5206 to book

We also retail all Germaine Facial Products and of
course pefect for presents their devine bath oil and
Candles, prices from £28 upwards
For further information or to make your booking
please call Partners on 0161 425 5206
Partners Hair Salons are also situated in Knutsford
01565 651819 and Poynton 01625 873112

Partners Salons are also situated in Poynton and Knutsford

www.partnerssalons.co.uk
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indulge, you won’t be able to.
* Write down your weight /fitness goals and tape them to
your glove box or wallet, so
that you’re immediately and
always reminded of your
goals.
Develop a plan to succeed

once you reach your goal. (remember, it’s a lifetime thing even when you reach your
goal, you can’t and hopefully
won’t quit!)
For more details, speak to one
of the Pro-balance.co.uk trainers, to make sure you’re setting realistic goals that you
can actually achieve.

Make a Plan
Set Up Your Program
You’ve now figured out how
to change your bad eating
habits, by replacing them
with good ones and you’ve
learned to create an environment that doesn’t allow those
bad habits to exist. Now, you
need to make a plan for what
you really want.
Set Your Goals
Write down the specific goals
that you have set, not just “I
want to lose weight”. List
everything. For example:
* How much weight do you
want to lose? Make sure the
amount of weight you want
to lose is reasonable for your
height and frame.
* Set a target date to reach
your goal. Make sure you’ve
given yourself a reasonable
time to reach that goal - (a
safe bet would be to lose a
pound a week)
* Remind yourself why you
want to lose this weight (i.e. I
want to look good in a
bathing suit for the summer)
* Tell yourself what you think
will happen to your life if you
reach your goal. You may be
surprised.
* Remind yourself how you’ll
maintain your weight loss
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To set up a good routine,
you’ll need to know the basics
of a complete program. Your
program will involve cardio,
strength training and stretching. The resources below provide in-depth information
about these different components and how to combine
them for a complete workout:
Ensure Your Success
Success involves using every
resource you have to keep
you going. Do whatever it
takes to be consistent, including:
* Enlist all family members to
get involved. If everyone eats
healthy, you won’t have to
fight
to avoid that bag of
chips your spouse or partner
munches on every night
* Hire a personal trainer. This
is not as prohibitive as you
may have thought.
* Get a friend to exercise with
you
* Take time every week to
schedule your exercise routines
* Keep a workout bag packed,
so that you don’t have to
scramble for your gear
* Keep a fitness journal to

track your workouts and
progress
* Reward yourself often with
massages, new clothes or a
vacation etc
* Change your program every
6 weeks to avoid plateau’s
* Re-visit your goals every six
months and gauge your
progress. If you’re not reaching your goals, maybe you
should change them to something more accessible and
achievable.
The important thing to remember is that losing weight
requires you to change your
lifestyle. You have to change
the way you think about exercise and eating, change the
way you schedule your day
and learn to prioritise your
tasks. It’s easy to lose a few
pounds, but it’s hard to keep
them off for good. Being prepared for what’s ahead is your
first step in the right direction.
If you would like the Pro-balance team to help you with
these goals, please don’t hesitate to email us info@probalancehealth.co.uk or call us on
0161-833-4777.

Monthly Competition
ESSENSUALS of 17 John Dalton Street, Manchester has
evolved immensely since the company began in 1997
when Toni, Sacha and Christian Mascolo first recognised a
gap in the market for a 'Diffusion line' of TONI&GUY.
The idea behind a second Mascolo hair-salon group was
the belief that a proportion of clients (especially the
younger ones) can be 'transient' and visit the competition
so why not be the competition?
Originally targeting a younger market, it's price point was
markedly less than TONI&GUY back then . . . think
Armani/Emporio Armani.
Fast forward to the present day and with 34 UK salons and
28 international salons, ESSENSUALS is well and truly on its
way to achieving its goal of becoming a highly respected
and globally recognised hairdressing brand.
ESSENSUALS continues to build upon numerous accolades,
including the British Hairdressing Awards London Hairdresser of the Year 2005, South West Hairdresser of the Year
2006, and Men's British Hairdresser Of The Year 2007
Under the leadership of Managing Director Christian Mascolo, and his passionate and dedicated Franchise Manager
– Jon Hansford . . . the ESSENSUALS focus is about refining
and strengthening the brand.

Our services are within your
reach and guarantee that you
won’t be wasting your time
and money on gym membership etc. or schemes and
plans that will be traditionally
doomed to failure.

ESSENSUALS salons aim to provide excellence in hairdressing, in a fun, relaxed and fuss-free environment.

Best wishes for the future.

Q: Who is the Managing Director of Essensuals?

Andy Jeffries, Pro Balance
Health.

To win haircuts for 2 people at Essensuals, Manchester
answer the following question...

and send to FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk no later than 7th February 2013.
The winner of the Market Restaurant competition was Samantha Hayhurst, Clyde & Co
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Classified Directory
CEDR Mediation
CEDR Mediator

Joe Shammah is a CEDR
Accredited Mediator,
undertaking Mediations in
Commercial Litigation cases
and Training for
Solicitors and Barristers
conducting Mediations.
Tel: 07860 844481

email:
mediator@joeshammah.co.uk

Mark Mattison, a Mediator
based in South Manchester is
available for commercial
mediations and for training on
all forms of ADR.
07831 302797
mark@markmattison.co.uk
www.markmattison.co.uk

Shareholder Disputes
Solicitor with 23 years
experience in such matters
available on an Agency basis
to assist firms who wish to
keep clients in-house.
Please contact by email
harryrosenblum@hotmail.co.uk

or telephone/fax:
0161 445 1850

Locums
Commercial Property Locum
Solicitor available. Computer literate. Recent experience
includes a year’s Commercial
Property Locum work for a leading commercial practice. Phone
Paul Bryson at 01457 763340 or
e-mail paul.bryson@virgin.net
Senior residential and
commercial property Solicitor
with over 4 years continuous
Locum experience offers you cost
effective solutions for holiday
maternity and sickness cover .No
Agency fees to pay. Please
contact Martin Libman on 0161
485 1240 or 07939 508543.

Publisher: Julia Baskerville Publications
25 Southworth Way, College Farm, Thornton Cleveleys
Lancs FY5 2WW
Tel/Fax: 01253 829431
E-mail: j.baskerville@btconnect.com
Advertising enquires
j.baskerville@btconnect.com
www.baskerville-publications.co.uk

Forensic and Economic Services
Handwriting and Documents
Drink/Drive/Toxicology
Vehicle Examination
Fingerprints
Evaluation of Loss of Income
Glass, Paint, Soil, Foot and Toolmarks
Road Traffic Accident Reconstructions
Control and Restraint
Biological Material and Trace Evidence
Blood and Fibres
Unit 41 Enterprise City Spennymoor
DL16 6JF
DX 60185 Ferryhill
Tel: 01388 811003 Fax: 01388 811918
website: www.Formedecon.com

WHY PAY AGENCY FEES?
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor with over 30 years
coveyancing experience (29 years
as a sole practitioner) available
for holidays, maternity and
sickness cover. Reasonable rates.
If I can help, please telephone
David on 07896 617287 (or email
davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk)
further details and availability.
DUAL QUALIFIED, very experienced criminal specialist advocate with higher rights. Crime
work and Crown Court work.
Very resonable rates, short term
locum contract considered.
Please contact Christine on
01772 741816 or 07967 530138

The Messenger is distributed to
over 2500 solicitors every month
THE MANCHESTER LAW SOCIETY
64 Bridge Street, Manchester M3 3BN
Tel: 0161 831 7337 Fax: 0161 839 2631
www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Editor: Fran Eccles-Bech
E-mail: FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

FORMEDECON LTD

Situations Vacant

A qualified solicitor required to report to and support the
Head of Britannia Hotels Legal Department.
Must be a knowledgeable all rounder with significant
experience in employment law acting for respondents.
No agencies
Please send your cv and covering
letter to
sarah.clarke@britanniahotels.com
Couriers

18 years as Locum Solicitors in
the North West. Tel John
Bradley/Lynda Greenwood 07790
612906 Available to deal with
Conveyancing and Family.

To advertise in
The Messenger
please call Julia Baskerville on
01253 829431
or email
j.baskerville@btconnect.com

Contact us....

Expert Witnesses

All rights reserved, reproduction in whole or part
without written permission from the publisher is not
permitted. Photographic material and manuscripts
are supplied at owners risk, neither the company not
its agents accept any liability for loss or damage.
The Society welcomes articles and letters from
members on any topic and items should be sent to
the above address
The views and opinions expressed in the
Manchester Messenger are those of the individual
contributors and not of The Manchester Law Society.

City centre based couriers covering all aspects of courier work and more.

Contact 0161 272 7576 Mike or Steve.
Holiday Property
Luxury Spanish Apartment
Golfing Breaks & Family Holidays

Expert Witness
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor
seeks position
(full time or part time).
Over 30 years coveyancing
experience
(29 years as a sole practitioner)
Anywhere in the Greater
Manchester area.
Email: davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk

or telephone David on
07896 617287
Qualified Solicitor &
non-practising Barrister
seeks full-time or locum
position.

● 2 Bedrooms (1 Double, 1 Twin)
●

Pool

● Frontline golf views

● Excellent family facilities

● Gated resort with restaurants, pub and shops

Prices start from £125 Per Week / £29 per night (min 3 nights)
www.alhama-golf-rentals.com
irarmitage@gmail.com
07748 327062
Grasmere in the Lake District Autumn and Winter breaks from £200

Expertise includes payment
protection insurance & personal
injury claims. Willing to
consider other areas of the law.
Please contact Adrian
m: 07870 272 213
e: adriano_9@hotmail.com

Notary Public
John Cusack
worldwide documents
Notarised
accessible & efficient service
home & office visits
well-established (since 1984)
& experienced
tel: 0797 332 9791
jocusa@live.co.uk

Easedale is a delightful rural retreat set in several acres of wooded hillside grounds
which are graced with the presence of many different varieties of birds, badgers,
deer and red squirrels - one in particular who regularly visits the tree right outside
the front door!
There are some well-known walks from the door including Alcock Tarn, Loughrigg,
Fairfield and the Rydal Round. Grasmere village is only a short walk down the hill,
where you will find a wealth of shops, cafes, restaurants and pubs and the famous
Gingerbread shop. Dove Cottage and Grasmere lake are also only a short walk
away.
Accommodation: Front door entrance into hallway with space for coats and boots.
Door leading off to the sitting room/dining room/bedroom (TV/DVD/CD/Ipod
docking station), which has high ceilings, period cornicing and large sash windows with lovely views towards Grasmere lake and Silver Howe beyond. Further
doors lead off the hallway to the shower room with corner shower, basin and wc,
and also to the well equipped kitchen in a modern shaker style.
Available for short breaks Friday to Monday, Monday to Friday or week long bookings in October, November & December 2012 and January – March 2013 from as
little as £200

To check availability please email petershrigley@hotmail.com or call
07810 793649

